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W PS’s IT services are somewhat

centralized in Corporate Services,

which is a business unit within WPSC, a

regulated subsidiary. Because IT is in the

regulated subsidiary it adds complication to

charging out services to the regulated and

unregulated subsidiaries. Additionally, WPS’s

IT services has an affiliated agreement with

its subsidiaries which requires Public Service

Commission of Wisconsin approval. Part of

this agreement states that we have to charge

our unregulated subsidiaries the higher of

cost or market. As a result of these rules, IT

services are charged out through a

combination of accounting resource types or

cost pools, which are then assigned based

on a metric or by determining fair market

value.

Business Drivers

As a result of the regulations we operated

under, our costing was focused on

accounting and commission rules, neither of

which provided a true

cost of IT services. In

addition, and because

IT and our customers

manage costs from a

resource type

perspective, we had

no idea what our

individual services

costs were on an

ongoing basis. Plus,

the cost components

for any single service

are spread between

labor and non-labor resource types. For

example, we had no idea how much it cost

to support our desktop computers.

Therefore, it was impossible to know what
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effect increasing or decreasing demand

would have upon these resource types. This

made our budgets guess work. 

Another reason for wanting to understand

our costs was because we were under

pressure to keep our O&M costs flat, yet our

demand was increasing. Subsequently, one

of our goals was to identify our highest cost

activities and, through process improvement

efforts, drive out non value-added costs.

Our IT Business Relationship Managers (BRM)

develop and maintain value driven business

relationships through effective needs

analysis, customer service and issue

resolutions. One important tool that is

essential to the success of their role is the

service level agreement (SLA). Our BRMs

found our existing cost allocations confusing

and unusable in SLAs. As one BRM stated,

“If we had our services priced out, that

would help to encourage dialog between IT

and our customers when the SLAs are

created and managed.”

Selecting the ABC/M Technique

To help address the business drivers, we

needed a technique for identifying and

quantifying the costs and performance of

both IT activities and services. We were also

interested in how these costs should get

charged to various customers. The technique

needed to be easy to implement and it was

important that the resulting data be

straightforward to explain to our customers. 

After talking with several vendors, it

appeared that activity based

costing/management (ABC/M) approaches

provided everything needed to move

forward, plus it ensured that costs of

services would be accurate compared to

other costing approaches. Figure 1 shows

typical differences in pricing of IT services

when using traditional methods versus

ABC/M costing – often with differences

ranging over one hundred percent when the

more accurate ABC/M costs are calculated.

Therefore, the technique used to calculate IT

pricing can be extremely important if you

want to ensure that results are not skewed.

Not only did ABC/M provide the necessary

and accurate cost data for developing

chargebacks, it also provided metrics, non-

value-added (NVA) quantification and

important process improvement ideas for

helping to better manage our departments.

Thus the ABC/M technique functioned as a

“one-stop shop” for much of what we

needed to accomplish. Figure 2 shows some

of the types of data available through the

ABC/M process.

Although WPS initially considered doing the

analysis in-house, we decided to work with

an outside vendor since we did not want to

re-invent the wheel. We also needed the

implementation to proceed quickly and

Figure 3
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Figure 4

smoothly. After considering several options,

we chose BAE Systems and their FastTrack

approach. Their workshop and train-the-

trainer techniques fit well with our culture.

Additional advantages included:

• fast implementations, usually completing

the data analysis within one to two

weeks

• building group consensus on costs and

process improvement opportunities

through the workshops

• participants gain expertise in ABC/M

since the workshops emphasized a

“learning by doing” approach

• implementation included the FastTrack

ABC software at no charge, thereby

minimizing up-front costs

The FastTrack Process Used

The FastTrack process was fairly

straightforward and easy to implement. Two

to three individuals from each of the three

major IT areas (tech support, application

development and client services) were

selected as part of the workgroups. Three

hour workshops were conducted each

morning to identify IT activity and services,

develop costs and identify/quantify process

improvement opportunities. Because of the

overlapping nature of WPS’s IT department,

the workgroup sessions for all three areas

were conducted simultaneously. This not

only allowed participants to identify

common activities and services, it also

provided them an opportunity to truly get

out of their silos and understand the issues

and problems in other groups. Afternoon

sessions were used to develop the ABC/M

models, collect workload data, and evaluate

opportunities. By the end of that first week,

the data associated with all of IT was

compiled, ABC/M models were developed

and service costs were finalized.

Figure 3 provides an overview of the model.

The workgroup developed a total of thirty-

five activities and traced their costs to these

activities. As is typical, a large portion of the

budget was consumed by just a few of the

activities. These would often be the activities

to concentrate on for process improvement

and lean six sigma events.

The thirty-five activities were then traced to

five primary services. This service listing was

developed by the workgroup to encompass

– from a broad perspective – the basic

offerings of WPS’s IT department and how

each department supported those service

offerings (See Figure 4). Each of these

services was, of course, comprised of

numerous activities and sub-services, as

shown in Figure 5. Such data provided the

additional detail to support service level

agreements and chargeback discussions

with the business units.

Results to Date

Since costs were now quantified by services,

we were able to generate a discussion with

IT leadership surrounding the activity costs,

service costs and cost drivers. One of the

bigger cost pools was desktop support. We

were surprised to discover that IT itself was

a large customer: Numerous IT users had

multiple PCs in their offices. AfterFigure 5
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work is now laid for future projects. If we

move toward an internal service billing, or

shadow billing, we would like to stratify the

services further – and in terms our customers

understand. Included in this would be an IT

service catalog, with costs, to assist our

customers to make better cost-benefit

business decisions.

Recently, some of our line of business leaders

began using our priced IT services in their

business decisions. They are asking for all of

our services to be priced out this way.

Ultimately, we see this as potentially playing

a significant role in our new shared services

company.

developing alternate solutions, IT employees

were able to reduce their PC count which

allowed us to redeploy, or retire, the assets.

We also identified the training room PCs as

underutilized assets. By eliminating these

PCs and by offering a mobile PC class room

as an option, we were able reduce the PC

count by another 12 PCs, saving over

$21,000 annually in just assets alone.

In our application development area we

identified about $1million of break-fix

coding, most of which is considered non

value-added. This allowed us to build a

business case to bring in application

development tools and methodologies to

develop standard processes. While this may

not save money, it will definitely increase the

percentage of value-added to our services

and increase customer satisfaction.

IT also began sharing this cost information

with some of our clients. One of our supply

chain customers said, “Now that we know

the annual maintenance cost of adding a

printer for the warehouse we are able to

make a better business decision regarding

adding it.”  In this particular case they

decided against adding a printer because of

the economics.

Recently, WPS adopted the Competitive

Excellence philosophy using lean tools.

Because lean involves understanding processes

and costs by process, we were able to identify

and prioritize lean events by looking at our

activity costs and related non-value-added

costs. This was extremely beneficially since our

general ledger only has costs by resource type. 

Implications for the Future

This was our first attempt to define and

quantify WPS’s IT services. Even though we

only identified six broad services, the ground
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